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• Clifford algebra in the geometric representation – vacuum wavefunction and geometric quantization

• wavefunction interactions – the geometric product

• the ‘geometric S-matrix’

• physical manifestation – coupling constant and electromagnetic quantization

• the ‘electromagnetic S-matrix’                                                a ten degree-of-freedom abstraction

previous talk

• all experimental data are consistent with massless neutrino oscillation

• quantized impedance networks of wavefunction interactions – the connection to physical reality

• suspension of disbelief – BSM examples

• massless neutrino oscillation

this talk

Naturalness begets Naturalness: An Emergent Definition

Naturalness Revisited: not Spacetime, Spacephase

https://indico.cern.ch/event/1034469/

DPF annual meeting

youtube link to dry run 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q1bNkXmfUq8

lost in physics

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/335240613_Naturalness_begets_Naturalness_An_Emergent_Definition
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/335976209_Naturalness_Revisited_Spacetime_Spacephase
https://indico.cern.ch/event/1034469/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q1bNkXmfUq8


Outline

• summary – four slides from the previous talk
– theoretical minimum

– geometric product

– electromagnetic scattering matrix, 

– unstable particle spectrum

• quantization of wavefunction interaction impedances
– historical perspective on impedance matching

– how impedance matching was lost in quantum mechanics

– Mach’s principle and mechanical impedances

• suspension of disbelief – an essential property of good fiction
– unstable particle spectrum

– impedance matching to the Planck length (and beyond)

– impedance matching to boundary of the observable universe (and beyond)

– chiral anomaly and pizero/eta/etaprime branching ratios

• massless oscillation and the mixing matrix

• motivation – muon collider topological lifetime enhancement

at low energy
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Three assumptions – geometry, fields, and ‘mass gap’

The Theoretical Minimum

geometric 

quantization

electromagnetic quantization

geometric 

Clifford product

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=60z_hpEAtD8

metric = mass gap = me

no free parameters

- emergence

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=60z_hpEAtD8
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The 2002 Oersted Medal 

was awarded to David Hestenes 

by the American Physical Society for 

“Reforming the mathematical 

language of physics”

Taken together, the four superheavies comprise a minimally complete 

2D Clifford algebra – one scalar, two vectors, and one bivector

Given two vector bosons W and Z, the product WZ changes grades. In the product  WZ = W.Z + W^Z, 

two grade 1 vector bosons transform to grade 0 scalar boson and grade 2 bivector fermion WZ = Higgs + top

sum mode mZ + mW = mtop

difference mode mZ - mW = mbottomonium

no Higgs mass here?

“Geometric Algebra is the universal language for mathematical physics”

dynamic susy!
fermions to bosons, bosons to fermions

https://aapt.scitation.org/doi/10.1119/1.1522700
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neutrino wavefunction is 3-body              
impedance is scale invariant 

topological

photon

vector Lorentz

scalar Lorentz

gfBfE1 dcp  ?

fBfB

fE1fE1

gg

fBfE1

gfB

gfE1

photon – topological and geometric

scalar Lorentz – geometric

vector Lorentz – topological 

for muon collider? Proton EDM ring?

null

null

scalar + pscalar

entangled

off diagonal 

2-body modes

on diagonal 2-body modes

couple to antiparticle/vacuum



topological duality/inversion

photon energy

QED H-atom

Correlation of unstable lifetimes with nodes of impedance network

All rest mass particles have mechanical impedance

mass gap

QED 2 body – fundamental

SR 3 body – emergent
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Impedance 

History

Mach’s 

principle

quantum

9

color code

white – classical

yellow – theory

gold – experiment

green - BSM



How Impedance matching was lost in QM

1. Topological inversion – units of mechanical impedance are 

[kg/s]. Intuitively one might expect that more [kg/s] would 

mean more mass flow. However more impedance means 

less flow.  Thwarted Bjorken, Feynman,…

2. concept of exact impedance quantization did not exist  until 

vonKlitzing et.al discovered QHE in 1980.

3. QHE was easy – scale invariant!

4. habit of setting fundamental constants to dimensionless 

unity h = c = G = Z = … = 1 let Z slip over the horizon.

Mismatches are Feynman’s regularization parameters of QED. 

Inclusion renders QED finite. This is what Bjorken discovered back in 1959, 

anticipated it would be a powerful tool, was led astray by the inversion of SI units.  

Feynman had a student do a thesis on impedance matching to the maser.

One of the black hole event horizon 

impedances is the 25812 ohm 

quantum Hall – scale invariant, topological, 

communicates phase only, can do no work.
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Synchronous counter-rotating eccentrics transform 2D rotation to 1D translations, are an 

analog to electron and positron spinors of Dirac equation counter-rotating in phase space.

A typical vibratory piledriver generates a sinusoidal inertial force of many tens or hundreds of 

tons, might be thought of as an `inertia wave generator'. Given equivalence of gravitational 

and inertial mass, it might also be called a gravitational wave generator. 

The extent to which such a toy model might ultimately prove useful remains to be seen. For 

now it seems clear that it provides a simple shortcut to calculating quantized electromagnetic 

impedances

this is important – impedance matching governs amplitude and phase of energy transmission 12

Mechanical analog of the Dirac equation
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submitted to Am.J.Phys 1975

referees: ‘No new physics here’

Published 2011 as an appendix to 

the Electron Impedances paper.

http://redshift.vif.com/JournalFiles/V1

8NO2PDF/V18N2CAM.pdf

Mass is quantized. All rest 

mass particles have quantized 

mechanical impedances. 

EM conversion factor is 

squared inverse of line charge 

density [m/coul]2

Resulting model has correct 

amplitudes and some phase 

information, but

mass is single field, 

EM is two fields –

orientational information 

needed to apply Maxwell’s 

eqns is lacking.

pizza sauce

GA is background independent 

http://redshift.vif.com/JournalFiles/V18NO2PDF/V18N2CAM.pdf
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matching to the ‘mass gap’ 

impedance network of the ‘mass gap’ 
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topological duality/inversion

photon energy

QED H-atom

Correlation of unstable lifetimes with nodes of impedance network

All rest mass particles have mechanical impedance

mass gap

QED 2 body – fundamental

SR 3 body – emergent



BSM example 2 – origin of gravitational mass, inflation, chirality, baryon asymmetry,…

17https://www.osapublishing.org/abstract.cfm?uri=QIM-2013-W6.01

https://www.osapublishing.org/abstract.cfm?uri=QIM-2013-W6.01


BSM example 3 mismatch attenuated Hawking photon (‘graviton’ is full 8-component wavefunction?) 

¼ wave resonator 

Where in this network do we want to match for SRGW? How?

m
a
s
s
 g

a
p
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BSM example 2 – chiral anomaly – precise pizero, eta, and eta’ branching ratios in powers of a
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neutrino wavefunction is 3-body              
impedance is scale invariant 

topological

photon

vector Lorentz

scalar Lorentz

gfBfE1 dcp  ?

fBfB

fE1fE1

gg

fBfE1

gfB

gfE1

photon – topological and geometric

scalar Lorentz – geometric

vector Lorentz – topological 

for muon collider? Proton EDM ring?

null

null

scalar + pscalar

entangled

off diagonal 

2-body modes

on diagonal 2-body modes

couple to antiparticle/vacuum



Neutrino modes as PMNS ‘mass states’

Absence of right handed neutrino follows from the math -

octonion algebra of eight-component wavefunction

is not three-component associative.

Magnetic charge is ‘topological dual’ of electric

Magnetic charge (trivector) and flux quantum (vector) are 

numerically equal (SI units) but topologically distinct.

Adding magnetic charge to photon to comprise the neutrino is 

topological. Photon is topologically protected. 

How to calculate?
The quantum vacuum at the foundations of classical electrodynamics

The quantum vacuum as the origin of the speed of light

These two papers show how to calculate free space impedance of vacuum fermions when excited by the photon.

Next step is to include magnetic charge, the vacuum impedance structure excited by the neutrino.

This should permit to calculate the PMNS matrix.

https://link.springer.com/content/pdf/10.1007/s00340-010-4069-8.pdf
https://arxiv.org/abs/1302.6165
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Terrell rotation on the light cone

https://twitter.com/johncarlosbaez/status/1107322770751262721https:/twitter.com/johncarlosbaez/status/1107322770751262721


topological duality/inversion

photon energy

QED H-atom

Correlation of unstable lifetimes with nodes of impedance network

All rest mass particles have mechanical impedance

mass gap

QED 2 body – fundamental

SR 3 body – emergent



backup
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https://indico.fnal.gov/event/19348/contributions/186426/

LaGrangian permits one to write and solve differential equations for wavefunction energy eigenstates

Impedance analysis starts with the vacuum wavefunction of Clifford algebra (the math language of QM), 

in these talks uses simple algebra to study energy flow between eigenstates. 

A new window on quantum physics. More user friendly LaGrangian once up on the short learning curve.

Terrell rotation on the light cone

https://indico.fnal.gov/event/19348/contributions/186426/
https://twitter.com/johncarlosbaez/status/1107322770751262721https:/twitter.com/johncarlosbaez/status/1107322770751262721
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proton stabilizes neutron
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Mechanical Impedance Time Derivatives
from a 1982 notebook

Motivation for derivative was to avoid velocity-dependent dissipative impedances. Not 

so much a concern in QM, where such impedances are not dissipative, but rather 

topological, scale invariant.

three potentials – 1/r, 1/r2, and 1/r3 -

are shown here for proton and electron
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matrix used (in part) for previous slide

upper right of main diagnonal is impedances

lower left is impedance time derivatives



Mechanical Impedances
all rise at shorter length scales – inductive (advances phase)

[meters]

[k
g

/s
]
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Storage Ring Gravitational Wave Detectors 

LIGO - 1035 kg/s is at Planck length
https://indico.cern.ch/event/982987/contributions/4274703/

https://indico.cern.ch/event/982987/contributions/4274703/


Quantum Impedance Matching to Gravitational Waves
QED 2 body – fundamental

SR 3 body – emergent

.511 MeV ‘mass gap’ requires

massless n oscillation.

No match at Bohr radius
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oscillation



ionization of the Hydrogen atom (where is the proton?)

Photon near-field impedance is not to be found in 

physics textbooks, curriculum, or journals.

What governs amplitude and phase of 

energy/information transmission in QED is absent 

from formal education of the physicist

actually 27.2 eV
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